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PREAMBLE
What is the purpose of this framework?
This DAMAGE framework is designed as a practice guide to support
disaster risk management decision-making. The aim of the framework
is to help decision-makers assess intervention options such as policy
changes, investments in physical infrastructure, land use and zoning,
and rules restricting certain types of activities. The framework may also
be useful for reviewing a decision, and to learn about the processes to
follow in risk management decision-making. Although the framework
relies on evaluation techniques from economics, it is concerned with
the full range of potential disaster risk management impacts, including
those that may not be normally captured in markets and monetised.
Using this framework will help to ensure that disaster risk management
intervention assessment in New Zealand is undertaken in a systematic,
transparent and comprehensive manner, leading to better disaster risk
management outcomes for communities.

Who should use this framework?
The DAMAGE framework is designed for anyone involved in evaluating
and comparing interventions that can reduce the risks of disasters.
Potential users of the framework are emergency managers, strategic
planners in local and central government, engineers, and infrastructure
providers and developers.
The framework will be of particular interest to those commissioning
and assessing intervention evaluations – to ensure that the assessment
has been carried out appropriately and comprehensively.
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Technical evaluation methods are described as simply as possible, to try
and improve understanding of the evaluation process. Those intending
to carry out the analysis will likely require some specialist capability in
economic evaluation.

When to use this framework?
Assessment of disaster risk management interventions occurs primarily
at the ‘reduction’ phase of the disaster cycle. This is when the framework
will be of most use. The reduction phase is where decisions are made on
how to minimise the impact of a potential hazard. The processes, criteria,
and evaluation techniques described in this framework could also be used
at other phases of the disaster cycle, i.e. during the ‘readiness’, ‘response’
and ‘recovery’ phases.
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A set of standards produced by the International Organization for
Standardization, ISO 31000, provides a set of principles and processes
for guiding risk reduction. This framework is primarily applicable to the
‘treat risks’ stage of risk reduction, where potential intervention options are
identified and compared. The framework can also be used for preliminary
assessments undertaken as part of the ‘evaluate risks’ stage. At this stage,
risks which may need to be treated are determined and prioritised, taking
into account any criteria that define intolerable/tolerable risks.
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Before applying this framework, it will be necessary to have already
established the context, including determination of goals and objectives,
and identified risks of interest. These risks will also have been reviewed and
analysed, to develop an understanding of the potential consequences and
the vulnerability/preparedness of the population.

Establish the Context
Identify Risks
Analyse Risks
Evaluate Risks

Monitor and Review

Communicate and Consult

ISO 31000 RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS.

Treat Risks

Notes: green shading indicates components of risk management
process where this framework may be useful.

Legislative and Regulatory Requirements
In New Zealand, this framework can assist in meeting obligations under
several different legislation and agreements.

• The Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) is the primary piece of
legislation governing environmental management in New Zealand.
The purpose of the RMA is to promote ‘sustainable management’
of natural and physical resources. Central to this is the management
of natural and physical resources in a way that enables people and
communities to provide for their social, economic, and cultural wellbeing, and for their health and safety (s2). The RMA sets out the
powers and procedures through which local government can set
policies to control land use and development, including for the
purposes of avoiding or mitigating natural hazards (s30, s31). When
proposing to put in place new rules or provisions, there is an explicit
requirement on local government to prepare an evaluation report that
identifies the anticipated environmental, economic, social, and cultural
benefits and costs, and where practicable quantify them (s32).
• The Local Government Act 2002 (LGA) sets out the roles, powers
of, and obligations on local government in New Zealand. Among the
core functions of local government is its role in providing good quality
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IN PARTICULAR:

infrastructure and public services for the current and future needs of
the community (s3). A core service to be considered in performing
this role is the avoidance or mitigation of natural hazards (s11A).
When making decisions or exercising powers under the LGA, a local
authority must seek to identify all reasonably practicable options for
the achievement of its objective, and assess the options in terms of
their advantages and disadvantages (s77). The local authority must
also consider the views and preferences of persons likely to be
affected (s78), and undertake appropriate consultation (s82).
• The Civil Defence Emergency Management Act 2002 (CDEM Act)
sets in place the national and local planning and strategy framework
for hazard management. Its purpose is to promote the sustainable
management of hazards in a way that contributes to social, economic,
cultural and environmental well-being, and safety and protection of
property. It also seeks to encourage communities to identify, assess,
and manage risks, consult and communicate about risks, and identify
and implement cost-effective risk reduction (s3). A core component
of the CDEM Act is the requirement for government departments,
local government agencies, emergency services, and lifeline utilities
to develop CDEM plans. When developing these plans, it is necessary
to consider other means by which the purpose of the Act could be
achieved, and carry out an appropriate evaluation of the likely benefits
and costs of the principal alternative means (s65).
• The Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030 is
an international agreement endorsed by the UN General Assembly.
The aim of the framework is for a substantial reduction of disaster
risk and losses over the 15-year time frame. It requires an all-of-society
engagement and partnership for disaster risk reduction, including
state institutions and private stakeholders.

Prior to use: Option Identification

Identifying potential risk management interventions relies on creativity
and innovative thinking as well as a clear understanding of the values and
objectives you are trying to achieve. Care should be taken to consider the
obvious as well as the more creative potential solutions, since the list of
options selected both determines and constrains the range of possible
outcomes. Ideally, the selected list of options can be updated or modified
during the assessment process if impacts that had not been considered
in the initial option selection are identified. It may be an iterative process,
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Before using this framework, effort should have already gone into
identifying the objectives for risk management, and several alternative
risk management interventions for achieving them.

where the identification of intervention options and assessment of those
options is repeated until a satisfactory evaluation of the best available
interventions has occurred. Residual risk and emergent risks should also
be considered through this process.
Incorporating flexibility is an important but potentially overlooked
consideration in the identification of possible interventions. To identify
flexible options, ask yourself: is it possible to delay a decision until more
information is available?; can you make a decision now that opens up
opportunity later?; can the intervention be staged to allow for adaptation
should the disaster risk change over time? The ability to provide flexible
interventions will vary depending on the specific disaster risk that is being
addressed and the rate at which an intervention can be implemented or
adapted. This framework describes several techniques that can be used
to account for uncertainty and integrate flexibility and adaptiveness into
option evaluation.
Also, remember that ‘do nothing’ should almost always be included as
a potential option too – to ensure that you are not doing something with
limited or no benefit compared to the status quo.

DAMAGE FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
Step One Tool selection
Multi-criteria
Decision Analysis

Cost-effectiveness
Analysis

Cost Benefit
Analysis

Step Two Impact Identification

Step Three Assessment Specifics
Uncertainty

Distributional
effects

Risk
preferences

Step Five Reporting
Embedded into regulatory processes
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Step Four Evaluation

This framework is comprised of five steps.
STEP ONE provides a set ofoverarching questions or considerations that
will help in the selection of a general evaluation tool for comparing risk
management options.
STEP TWO provides guidance on the identification of relevant impacts
that need to be considered.
STEP THREE guides you through a number of specific analysis
considerations that may be relevant to your evaluation process.
STEP FOUR is about actually undertaking the evaluation, providing a
general overview of the principal evaluation techniques.
STEP FIVE provides general guidance on steps to undertake after the
evaluation of options is complete, including review of the evaluation
and reporting.
The main document provides a level of detail suitable for decision-makers
and those commissioning risk option evaluation studies. Supplementary
information is provided in the ‘details’ section for those undertaking
the analyses.

Glossary
Below are some of the terms used in this guide.
Consequences The positive or negative effects of a hazard event
Hazard A danger with potentially harmful effects
Likelihood A measure for representing or expressing variation of
occurrence for an event, generally expressed as an annual exceedance
probability or a percent chance of occurring in a given year

Moral Hazard Where an initiative to reduce risk creates behaviour
change in individuals/society that unintentionally increases risk, often
by increasing risky behaviour
Optimism Bias The often-subconscious favouring of preferred
options or known impacts
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Monte Carlo simulation Repeated random sampling of probability
distributions of a set of modelled variables resulting in a probability
distribution of the expected outcome

Low/no regret options Interventions that are likely to produce
benefits across most plausible future scenarios, regardless of whether
a natural hazard event occurs
Residual Risk The level of risk remaining following an intervention
Resilience The ability to sustain and recover from a disruption
Risk The possibility of something happening that impacts on your
objectives, generally measured in terms of likelihood and consequence
Risk perception A subjective judgement of risk
Risk preferences A concept that explains the behaviour of people
when faced with situations involving choice among options with
differing levels of risk
Secondary Risk A risk that arises as a direct result of a risk
management intervention
Uncertainty Imperfect, incomplete, or inherently unknowable
information about a variable, including the occurrence of an event,
or impact of an event
Whole-of-life costs All costs including implementation, ongoing/
operation and decommissioning, often referred to as ‘cradle to grave’

Abbreviations
CBA Cost Benefit Analysis
CDEM Civil Defence and Emergency Management
CEA Cost Effectiveness Analysis
LGA Local Government Act 2002
MCDA Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis
NB Net Benefit
NPV Net Present Value
RMA Resource Management Act 1991
WTP Willingness to Pay
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WTA Willingness to Accept

STEP ONE: TOOL SELECTION
This section will help you to identify an evaluation tool that is
suitable for your assessment. ‘Step One Details’ provides supplementary
information to this section. Details of the evaluation tools are provided
in ‘Step Four: Evaluation’.

In this framework, we focus on three core evaluation tools for comparing
disaster risk management options:
Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA): Options are evaluated
against a set of criteria, which can be scored in a range of qualitative and
quantitative ways. Criteria scores can be combined to give an overall score.
Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA): Used when benefits between options
are similar and can be collapsed to a single measure. Options are assessed
based on net present value of implementation costs and a single measure
of effectiveness, for example lives saved.

The three evaluation tools MCDA, CEA and CBA are each a form of
‘goal analysis’. MCDA is the most general, allowing for multi-goals to
be considered, and measured by a set of distinct impact categories or
criteria. CEA is a less general approach, as it works best when all options
under consideration impact on a single goal in a positive direction. CBA
is a special case of goal analysis where there is one goal and one criterion
for measuring progress towards that goal. However, many CBA studies
will also include additional criterion on impacts that cannot be included
in the calculation of net benefits, but may relate to additional community
goals such as improved equality and maintenance of biodiversity.
Other tools available to support decision making include optimisation,
agent-based, and other forms of simulation modelling. These analytical
methods may be helpful for undertaking components of a MCDA, CEA
or CBA, but will need specialist modelling expertise.
Input-output analysis and computable general equilibrium (CGE)
modelling are economic modelling tools commonly used in policy
evaluation to produce a range of economic indicators such as
employment and Gross Domestic Product to help evaluate possible
interventions, potentially alongside other social, cultural and
environmental indicators as part of a MCDA. CGE models also have
the potential to produce economic indicators that can be incorporated
directly within a CBA or CEA.
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Cost benefit analysis (CBA): Options are assessed based on their net
present value. All anticipated impacts (costs and benefits) are valued in
monetary terms, discounted to represent their present value, and summed.

Recently, there has been growing interest in techniques that seek to
better account for uncertainty in decision making, such as scenario
analysis, real options analysis, and dynamic adaptive pathways.
These techniques may be applied independently of, or sometimes
as extensions to the three core approaches described above. Brief
mention of these techniques is provided within this framework, to
highlight the circumstances in which they may be useful.

1.1: Determine the nature of your assessment problem
Understanding the nature of your problem will help you identify the
suitability of different evaluation tools.

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IS YOUR EVALUATION
TRYING TO ANSWER?
What hazards or risks do we want to avoid/mitigate?
The focus for these types of evaluations is on the benefits of
mitigating risks.Tools to consider are:
• Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) is the most likely option.
• If the principal benefits can be monetized, Cost Benefit Analysis
(CBA), may be suitable.

What is the least cost/best value option to achieve a set risk
reduction target?
The focus for these types of evaluations is on the costs of mitigating risks.
Tools to consider are:
• Cost Effectiveness Analysis (CEA)
• Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA)

How can we compare risk management intervention options,
in respect of the costs and benefits of these alternative actions?
The focus for these types of evaluations is on determining the option
with the highest benefits relative to cost of mitigating risks.
Tools to consider are:
• Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA)
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• Combined MCDA and CBA (MCDA + CBA) might also be an option.

• Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA)
• Combined Multi Criteria Decision Analysis and Cost Benefit
Analysis (CBA + MCDA)

1.2: Determine the assessment purpose
Alongside the specific question being asked, you need to consider the
purpose of the assessment. In some situations, there will already be an
agreed criterion for assessing intervention options that may dictate the
tool selection. In other situations, reaching a compromise between
stakeholders will be a more important component of the risk
management problem.

In some situations, engagement with stakeholders is legislated (e.g.through
the Local Government Act). At other times, it is important to include
communities if there are significant uncertainties in the risks being faced,
where community buy-in is important, or where there is low decision trust.
A constructive process for stakeholder interaction can sometimes result in
the emergence of novel ideas for solutions, including compromises between
different objectives. The sharing of information and debate can help to
build goodwill between parties. Sometimes the decision-making processes
is delegated to communities, and occurs directly through the community
engagement process.
For more on legislative requirements and some of the benefits of
consultation, see the Details section.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR ANALYSIS?

Promote
constructive
debate/multi
-stakeholder
deliberation

MCDA

CBA+
MCDA

CBA/CEA

Consistently
evaluate options
through established
assessment criteria
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Some tools are more accessible than others, are easier for people to
understand, and are therefore more suitable for community-level decision
support processes. MCDA, for example, provides opportunities for stakeholders to collaboratively work towards a compromise, through exploration
of intervention options and deliberation on selection of assessment criterion.
Of course, the tool alone will not achieve quality engagement – it must be
implemented appropriately.

1.3: Consider the nature of impacts
The ease and accuracy of monetising the potential costs and benefits
of each option will also help you choose the best decision-making tool.
In addition, it is important to consider whether the community is willing
to use money as a metric or whether you want to evaluate by alternative
criteria. For a list of the types of impacts/costs and benefits to consider
see typical impacts / costs and benefits.

TO WHAT EXTENT WILL IT BE POSSIBLE TO GENERATE MEANINGFUL
MONETARY VALUES OF ALL BENEFITS AND COSTS?

Not
Possible

Highly
Possible

MCDA

CBA+
MCDA

CBA/CEA

Not
at all

Fully
Appropriate

MCDA

CBA+
MCDA

CBA/CEA
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TO WHAT EXTENT DOES YOUR COMMUNITY CONSIDER IT
APPROPRIATE TO USE MONEY AS A METRIC FOR VALUING ALL
BENEFITS AND COSTS?

1.4: Who determines the choice of assessment
tool/method?
The selection of evaluation tool should be informed by two final
considerations:
1. Are there certain evaluation tools favoured by stakeholders, and why?
2. Who are you doing the assessment for and in what role?
Some organisations already specify the type of option evaluation
tool they want you to use.
For example, the New Zealand Treasury encourages the use of
Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) for significant public sector decisions.
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See their guidelines at: http://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/guidance/planning/
costbenefitanalysis/guide

STEP TWO: IMPACT IDENTIFICATION
This section will help you understand the typical impacts (costs and benefits)
that you will need to include in your assessment. ‘Step Two Details’ provides
a list of typical impacts in disaster risk intervention option assessments.

2.1 Identify the boundary of the assessment
Defining the boundary of the community decides whose benefits and
costs count in the evaluation of risk management options. Boundaries
can be defined by geographic space and by societal groups. For example,
does the evaluation require consideration of impacts on people in a
neighbourhood or local community, within a whole region, the entire
nation, or even further?

If it is unclear where the boundary lies then it will be good practice
to consider a sensitivity analysis, which uses different assumptions on
whose costs and benefits to include (see Sensitivity Analysis). An example
of an unclear boundary is whether it is appropriate to consider impacts
on people outside of New Zealand. In all evaluations, the boundary
assumptions should be clearly stated, and identified impacts should
align with the defined boundary.

2.3. Types of Impacts
Any risk management intervention will have a variety of impacts or
outcomes. We often refer to these as the ‘costs’ and ‘benefits’ of the
risk management intervention. These arise from several sources:
• Costs of implementing the intervention option itself (e.g. direct
financial costs for new capital investments and ongoing maintenance;
changes to natural systems such as sediment flows and fish passage
resulting from new engineered structures; reduced ability for land
and other resources to be used in economic activities)
• Benefits from the reduced risk if the hazard occurs (e.g. lives saved,
injuries avoided, reduced damage to buildings, reduced disruption
to economic activities)
• Benefits from the intervention regardless of whether the hazard
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Boundaries through time are also important to consider. The extent
to which we should include impacts on people in the future may be one
of the more controversial boundary questions, and influences the choice
of discount rate in CBA. Another boundary question is the level of status,
if any, that should be given to non-human communities and
ecosystem integrity.

occurs (e.g. new facilities and amenities provided to communities,
increased resilience to a variety of other disruption events)
For a list of impacts/costs and benefits typically considered in a disaster risk
economic evaluation, see the list of Typical Impacts (Costs and Benefits).

If you are carrying out an evaluation for Resource Management Act s32
process, you can cross check your evaluation against the guidance
documents available:
• Quality Planning website: http://qualityplanning.org.nz/index.php/10useful-links/298-assess-the-costs-and-benefits; and

It is often useful to categorise the different impacts (or ‘costs’ and ‘benefits’)
into different groups, to ensure there is sufficient coverage of outcomes,
and to assist with the assessment of trade-offs between different types of
outcomes. The categorisation should be informed by the decision-making
context, including relevant legislative requirements, appropriate standards
or guidelines, the boundary of the community under consideration, and your
decision objectives. In New Zealand, there are several different frameworks
to align assessments with:
• Treasury Higher Living Standards
http://www.treasury.govt.nz/abouttreasury/higherlivingstandards
• Well-being categories identified in section 5 (purpose) of the
ResourceManagement Act 1991
• National Resilience framework
• Local Government Long Term Council Community Plan
(Community Outcomes)
• CDEM four environment model (social, built, economic, natural)
• Te Whare Tapa Whã
It may also be useful to categorise impacts according to the spatial scale
at which the impacts are experienced, or according to the stakeholders
impacted. This could potentially be achieved via subcategories under one
of the broader systems listed above, and will help in communicating the
distribution of impacts.
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• A guide to section 32 of the Resource Management Act: Incorporating
changes as a result of the Resource Management Amendment Act 2013.
Wellington: Ministry for the Environment 2014. http://www.mfe.govt.nz/
publications/rma/guide-section-32-of-resource-management-act

2.3 Double Counting
One of the more challenging aspects of identifying potential costs and
benefits of intervention options is ensuring that certain impacts are not
given unfair prominence in the evaluation if considered more than once
under different measurement techniques or criteria. For example, undertaking
earthquake strengthening may result in an increase in the capital value of a
building, reflecting the additional value potential leasers place on occupying
a building subject to less risk of injury or death. Including the value of reduced
risk of injury/death in an evaluation, as well as increases in capital value of
buildings, would potentially be double counting the impact of reduced risk
of injury/death.

2.4 Impacts checklist
Once you have selected the impacts most relevant to your assessment,
check your list for the following:
 The list of impacts is complete:
• it covers all types of costs and benefits that can reasonably be
considered relevant to the assessment of risk management options

• it takes into consideration future societal and environmental
changes, such as climate change, which may impact on the nature
and extent of disaster risk
• it takes into account unintended impacts of the intervention
including behavioural changes or other perverse outcomes that
may reduce the effectiveness of the risk management option (often
called moral hazards) and new risks that are directly caused by the
intervention (see explanation of secondary risks)
• risks that remain even after a risk management option is put place
(residual risks) are acknowledged and considered in relation to a
community’s risk tolerance
 There is a cause-effect relationship between the risk management
option(s) under consideration, and the impacts considered
 Impacts are not double counted
 There are no unnecessary impacts considered (possibly informed
by sensitivity analysis)
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• it covers costs and benefits experienced by all individuals/ affected
communities within the boundaries of your assessment

STEP THREE: ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS
This section will help you make sure your evaluation approach is suitable
for the specific risk and risk interventions you are considering. ‘Step Three
Details’ provides more information on designing your assessment

3.1.2: Consider the sources, types and levels of uncertainty

Carrying out a precise quantitative evaluation of options can be misleading
if uncertainties have not been properly accounted for and explained. When
there are high levels of uncertainty, presenting a single value can lead to
distrust in the results. This can cause decision-makers to stall and decisions
to go unmade because they cannot agree on the level of trust to put in the
results. Presenting information about the level of uncertainty can help to
make decisions, and is recommended as best practice. There are several
common techniques for addressing uncertainty in evaluations:

STATISTICAL UNCERTAINTY
Statistical uncertainty concerns uncertainties which can adequately
be quantified and expressed in statistical terms, often as a range with
associated probabilities. For example, seismologists may have established
an annual probability of occurrence for earthquakes of differing magnitudes
along a known fault line.
A variety of methods are available to assess statistical uncertainty. In
particular, uncertainty quantification refers to a group of techniques that
seek primarily to understand how much uncertainty there is in results of an
analysis, because of the uncertainty in information and data used as inputs
to those calculations.
Sensitivity analysis is also often useful when undertaking evaluations
for several different reasons. When dealing with quantifiable uncertainty,
sensitivity analysis can indicate which of the inputs to an analysis will have
the greatest impacts on the overall results, and therefore where it is most
important to gather more information or undertake further research if we
wish to reduce uncertainty.
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Any assessment of disaster risk management intervention options will
be subject to uncertainty. For example, a disaster event may not occur,
meaning that the benefits of the risk intervention may not eventuate.
Even if it does occur, the precise timing and physical characteristics may
not be able to be predicted with precision. Furthermore, vulnerability to
events is likely to change over time due to changes in climate, technology,
population, and economic and political systems. The behaviour of individuals
in response to risk, and following the application of interventions, are also
sources of uncertainty.

SCENARIO UNCERTAINTY
Some of the uncertainties associated with risk management interventions
cannot be expressed in statistical terms. Scenario uncertainty is a term
sometimes used to describe uncertainties which cannot be adequately
depicted in terms of changes or probabilities, but which can only be
specified in terms of a range of possible outcomes. These uncertainties
are often addressed through ‘what-if’ statements (see Scenario Testing).
For example, a key source of uncertainty in estimating the costs and
benefits of building a sea wall might be the level of future sea level rise.
Although the uncertainty cannot be quantified by probabilities due to
unknown levels of future global greenhouse gas emissions, the costs and
benefits could be estimated under a range of scenarios of future sea level
rise. Scenario uncertainty also arises through uncertainty around the future
structure of our communities (demographics, urban landscape, technology etc).
Sensitivity analysis can also be useful in addressing scenario uncertainty,
particularly in helping to devise a set of scenarios that cover a wide range
of potential outcomes for testing.

Even when uncertainties can be adequately quantified, scenario
testing is still often used in risk management decision analysis because
of significant levels of risk involved. A common approach to describing
quantifiable uncertainty in impact estimates is to calculate and report a
midpoint and a confidence interval (e.g. 90% confidence interval). However,
this may not be an adequate approach for disaster risk interventions, as
disaster events are often low probability, with non-normally distributed
magnitudes and impacts. Decision makers are likely to be interested in
understanding the full range of potential outcomes and the associated
probabilities of occurrence, even if some of the outcomes are of low
likelihood. For example decision makers may want to investigate a
100-year timeframe with and without interventions under situations
where no earthquake event occurs, one earthquake event of Richter
Scale magnitude 8 occurs, two earthquakes of magnitude 5, and so on.
Sometimes many scenarios will need to be tested to fully understand
and communicate the potential range of outcomes. Once generated,
this information enables stakeholders to better understand the extent to
which different intervention options meet their preferences for different
levels of risk (see also Risk Preferences).

VALUES-BASED UNCERTAINTY
Sensitivity analysis is also a useful tool to test the impact of variables that
may be difficult to agree on. For example, when undertaking a cost-benefit
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DECISIONS INVOLVING SIGNIFICANT RISK

analysis, the discount rate might have a very large influence on the results,
but the choice of the most appropriate discount rate might also be highly
contentious due to differing opinions on society’s obligations towards future
generations (see the discussion on discount rates in CBA). Another example
of a values-based uncertainty is the selection of an appropriate geographic
boundary for the community under consideration. When evaluating
values-based uncertainties it is good practice to include these in a
sensitivity analysis.

WHAT ARE THE TYPES OF UNCERTAINTY IN YOUR ANALYSIS?

Quantifiable
uncertainty

Non-quantifiable
uncertainty

Uncertainty
quantification

Scenario
testing

Small range in
potential impacts,
normallydistributed

Uncertainty
quantification

Scenario
testing

Large range in
potential impacts,
non-normally
distributed

Sensitivity analysis

UNCERTAINTIES THAT REDUCE OVER TIME
Some uncertainties may reduce over time as more information becomes
available. Also, risk management intervention options may differ in the
extent to which they can take advantage of this new information (e.g.
engineering designs that are flexible for add-on components). If these
are important conditions in the risk management problem, it may be
worthwhile designing your assessment so that it includes real options
analysis, dynamic adaptive policy pathways, or other similar methods.
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Sensitivity analysis

OPTIMISM BIAS
Bias can influence the integrity of an evaluation when known impacts
and preferred options are consciously and sub-consciously favoured during
assessments. Some agencies recommend adjusting estimates of benefits
which may be subject to optimism bias, and sensitivity analysis could
also be applied.

Identifying intervention options under uncertainty
Where the evaluation process identifies significant uncertainties, particularly
around the future assumptions, decision-makers should consider:
• No and low regret decisions, i.e. those decisions that perform positively
under all scenarios.
• Reversible and flexible decisions, also referred to as adaptive planning.
For example, restricting urbanisation in the face of uncertain climate
change predictions vs allowing urbanisation. The latter is far more
difficult and expensive to reverse.
• Safety-margin decisions; these can this create more long-term
protection under an uncertain future at marginal cost.

3.2: Consider distributional impacts/equity
Social inequalities are one of the most reoccurring and important topics
for debate in public decision making.
In terms of disaster risk management, disasters often impact unevenly
on different groups of society. For instance, low income homeowners
were among those most impacted by Hurricane Katrina in the US due to
high financial burdens relative to their financial resources, and often limited
options of temporary or permanent relocation. Decisions regarding whether
to invest in disaster mitigation, and the extent and type of investment, can
therefore have important implications on whether social inequalities are
reduced or exacerbated. Furthermore, disaster mitigations are often
costly to implement, and stakeholders will be keenly interested in how
these costs are distributed.
It is also important to address potential inequities from a practical perspective,
as people who feel they are treated unfairly may refuse to cooperate, and
obstruct the implementation of decisions.
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• Decisions with reduced time horizons, by reducing the lifetime of
investments or making a decision now that allows staged decisionmaking later when more information is available (see Real Options).

In general, direct effort towards designing an assessment approach that
accounts for equity and/or provides information or equity implications when:
• The current importance of inequalities within the community under
consideration is high;
• There will potentially be a significantly uneven distribution of costs
and benefits under one or more the intervention options under
consideration; or
• The extent to which one or more of the intervention options moves
the community closer to (or further away from) a community objective
regarding social equality is significant.
For more information see also accounting for distributional equity.

3.3: Consider stakeholder attitudes to risk/risk preferences:
The significance of the decision you are making, both in terms of the initial
costs and the potential benefits, will affect how people view the decision
and their preference to manage it or accept it. If someone is risk averse,
they are likely to want to spend more now, to avoid the risk of big costs
later. If someone is a risk taker, on the other hand, they will prefer to not
spend money now and to accept the risk of the big loss occurring.

• There is not an already agreed level of risk that is sought to be
achieved by the interventions (e.g. no risk of flooding by storm
events with a return period of less than 50 years)
• The consequences of putting in place/not putting in place interventions
are significant, i.e.
- Many members of the community will be impacted simultaneously
should an adverse event occur
- Individual members may be severely impacted should an adverse
event occur (e.g. significant loss of livelihoods)

HOW SIGNIFICANT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES OR THE COSTS
OF THE ACTION?

HIGH

LOW

For more information see Risk Preference

Account
for Risk
Preferences
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It is most important to design a process that accounts for stakeholder risk
attitudes and/or provides information to stakeholders on risk when:

STEP FOUR: EVALUATION
This section outlines the basic steps of CBA, CEA and MCDA. Analysts
may wish to refer to more detailed guides on their chosen method.

Cost benefit analysis
Cost benefit analysis (CBA) is an intervention assessment method that
seeks to quantify in monetary terms the value of the consequences of a
policy, project, or other intervention. In theory, the consequences included
in the assessment are all the costs and benefits to society as a whole, and
for this reason CBA is sometimes also termed social cost-benefit analysis.
For each option under consideration, the aim of CBA is to compute the
netbenefits, NB, defined simply as the total benefits, B, less total costs, C:
NB = B – C
While CBA appears simple, in practice there are many nuances to the
technique. A relatively non-technical, but broad overview of CBA is provided
here. For more in-depth description and review of components of the CBA
process, reference to more technical resources may be required.

For more information on CBA, below are some useful references:

Other Countries
2. The Green Book: Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government
(HM Treasury, UK) https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/thegreen-book-appraisal-and-evaluation-in-central-governent
Text Books
3. Boardman et al. Cost-Benefit Analysis: Concepts and Practice.
Pearson New International Edition, Fourth Edition, Pearson Education
Limited, Essex.
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New Zealand
1. Guide to Social Cost Benefit Analysis (New Zealand Treasury)
http://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/guidance/planning/costbenefitanalysis/guide

The Major Steps in CBA
CBA typically follows four major steps.
1. Identify impact categories, the groups of people impacted for
each category, and select measurement indicators
2. Calculate predicted impacts over the time horizon for consideration
3. Monetise impacts
4. Discount benefits and costs to obtain present values

Step 1: Identify impact categories, people impacted,
and select indicators
Under this step all categories of impacts for an option are identified.
Impacts are categorised as benefits or costs, and a measurement indicator
for each impact category is selected (see Step 2).

The selection of measurement indicator depends on data availability and
ease of monetisation. For example, when estimating the likely injuries avoided,
you may look to injury data collected under previous disaster events. If
the data is only available for injuries requiring hospitalisation, the selected
indicator will not be ‘all injuries’ but only ‘injuries requiring hospitilisation’.
In this way, the selection of measurement indicators may have implications
for the extent to which an impact category is fully evaluated in the CBA.

Step 2: Calculate predicted impacts over the time
horizon for consideration
Most policies or projects will generate impacts that extend over time.
To practically deal with time dimensions in CBA, the time horizon over
which a risk management option creates impacts is usually broken down
into discrete ‘steps’, typically one year in duration. Impacts are then estimated
separately for each of these time steps. Disaster risks are typically ongoing
into the foreseeable future, and most risk management interventions are
intended to operate over a substantial time horizon, i.e. 50-100 years or even
longer. It may therefore be quite unwieldy to undertake a separate analysis
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Although the aim of CBA is to measure all impacts using a common
indicator, i.e. money, it is often the case that impacts will initially be measured
in some type of alternative unit, and these can vary for different types of
impacts. Typically, impacts that are measured first by an intermediate indicator
are impacts for which there are no obvious market prices. Examples include
the number of lives saved or injuries avoided, or the additional quantities of
greenhouse gases emitted.

of impacts for every year over the time horizon. Sometimes analysts use
‘horizon values’ to provide an estimate of the present value of all net benefits
expected to accrue at a future point in time and thereafter. Underlying the
calculation of these values is an assumption that the impacts are constant
each year, or grow or decline indefinitely at a constant rate.
If there is uncertainty regarding the occurrence of a benefit or cost,
but that uncertainty can be quantified by probability, the most common
approach is to use the expected benefits or costs. This is the probabilityweighted average of the benefits or costs based on the likelihood of different
contingencies, or states of the world. Taking a very simple example, imagine
that if a risk mitigation intervention is put in place there are only two possible
states of the world, one where a hazard event occurs and a benefit of $1
million is realised (e.g. the avoided costs of repairing infrastructure damage)
and one where no benefit is realized because the hazard event does not
occur and no benefit is realised. Furthermore, the first state has a probability
of occurring of 1% and the second aprobability of 99%. The expected
benefit of the intervention under these conditions is calculated as
$10,000 (i.e. 0.01 x $1,000,000 + 0.99 x $0).

Using the above example to illustrate, even though the expected benefit
of the intervention may be $10,000 a survey might find that a risk averse
society is overall willing to pay $50,000 for this intervention, because of
the additional insurance benefit it provides. Overall, the expected values
approach is likely to have significant limitations in the analysis of risk
management interventions when the risks under consideration are likely
to be significant for individuals, and when society cannot pool risks across
individuals to ‘self-insure’ for a particular contingency occurring. For these
situations, it is important to incorporate risk preferences into the evaluation
(see section on Risk Preferences).

Step 3: Monetise impacts
Next, convert all indicators into a common unit or indicator, i.e. money.
Although some impact categories will be measured from the outset in
monetary terms, it may still be necessary to undertake adjustments to initial
values to better capture the associated benefits/costs. For example, where
the market prices are heavily influenced by underlying taxes or subsidies.
It may be useful to separate the impacts of an intervention option into
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The expected value approach essentially treats best estimates of future
benefits/costs as if these are certain benefits/costs. The more-theoretically
correct approach for situations of risk in CBA, however, is to determine how
much society is willing-to- pay for outcomes which alter the different probability
sets or likelihoods of benefits and costs being realized. The expected values
method will derive results different from the willingness-to- pay method
when people are either risk averse or risk taking.

inputs and outputs. Inputs are the resources required to implement the
intervention options (e.g. council expenditure on new capital, additional
staff requirements), while outputs are the outcomes of the intervention
option (e.g. reduced risk of damage from floods, enhanced recreational
benefits). Typically, in CBA the concept of opportunity cost is used to
value the former impacts, while the latter impacts are valued using the
concept of willingness to pay (WTP). In the case of risk management,
outcome benefits can also be valued using the idea of opportunity cost,
because the benefits received are the avoided need to invest in
replacement buildings, infrastructure, and so on.

Opportunity costs
Inevitably, the implementation of a risk management option will require
the use of resources that could also be used to produce other things of
value. For example, council funds committed towards maintaining a flood
stop-bank could alternatively be used for maintaining other community
facilities. Similarly, land used for building a second road transport link into
a city could alternatively be used for farming or housing. Essentially, the
opportunity cost of using an input to put in place an intervention option
is its value in its best alternative use.
For reasons of practicality, most CBAs use the direct budgetary outlays
needed to purchase resources required for a project as the means of
measuring the value of those resources. However, this approach may
not be appropriate where there are market inefficiencies and/or the
project’s implementation may lead to significant changes in the prices
of resources considered.
Typically, in CBA:
• Both capital and operational expenses necessary to put in place a
risk management intervention are included in a CBA. Capital expenses
are included at the point in time at which they are incurred, and
depreciation expenses are excluded to avoid double-counting
with capital expenses.

Willingness to pay
A person’s willingness to pay (WTP) for a benefit is the highest payment
that he or she would be willing to make to receive that benefit (in the case
of costs, willingness to accept is used instead). For CBA, it is normally
assumed that all individuals’ WTP to obtain or avoid the effects of a policy
change or other intervention can be approximated by summing the changes
in consumer surplus, producer surplus and government surplus. These
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• Benefits and costs are measured in real terms, i.e. net of inflation.

surplus concepts have quite specific meanings in economic theory, and
may require expert help for evaluation. A point to note is that to estimate
changes in surplus, it is normally necessary to understand and describe
economic markets for the various goods and services that may be impacted
by a policy or other intervention option, and how these markets will change.
In the case of disaster risk management, the risks being managed are
often complex, potentially involving impacts that flow-on or cascade
through an economic system. Thus, an evaluation of the WTP for all the
different outcomes of a policy or intervention option can be quite a
complicated task to undertake.

In recent years, there has been increasing use of economic models
to assist in the evaluation of policies and projects. Such models can be
particularly helpful when considering options that have many flow-on
or indirect impacts through an economic system. Computable general
equilibrium (CGE) models are one avenue for analysing economy-wide
changes in a systematic way. An added advantage is that they may also
be formulated to produce output metrics that are generally consistent
with the opportunity cost/willingness to pay indicators needed for CBA.
Such models can however be costly to apply, due to significant data
and technical expertise required.

In a disaster risk management context, there may already be an established,
even mandated, set of standard values for specific costs or benefits. For
example, the New Zealand Transport Agency’s (NZTA’s) Economic Evaluation
Manual used for the evaluation of land transport activities contains values
for human life and injuries based on previous research.1 Even when there
are not official standard values available, it may be possible to look towards
other studies to include impacts where there are no resources available to
undertake primary research to estimate the appropriate values. Caution is
required, however, as differences in base conditions at different locations/
contexts (e.g. socio-economic conditions, culture, demographics) have the
potential to cause significant changes in values that would be obtained.
1. http://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/economic-evaluation-manual/
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Some of the outcomes of risk management may not be captured by
normal economic markets. These will be among the costs and benefits
initially measured by non-monetary indicators. Analysts will typically apply
a value converter to translate impacts measured by non-monetary indicators
into monetary units, for example, a statistical value per each life saved, or
the estimated social cost of carbon dioxide gas per kilogram of gas emitted.
There are a variety of techniques that may be used for deriving these types
of values such as hedonic pricing, asset valuation methods, contingent
valuation surveys and choice modelling.

Step 4: Discount benefits and costs to obtain present values
In this step, any benefits or costs occurring in the future are discounted
relative to present benefits and costs, thereby obtaining the present values
of all benefits and costs. The rationale behind discounting can be partly
explained by people’s rate of impatience (they want to consume today
rather than tomorrow), and the opportunity cost of capital (the same
money could be invested elsewhere to give a future return).
The formula for converting a net benefit, NB, occurring n years in the
future into its net present value, NPV, is typically given as,
					NPV =

1
(1+r)n

NB

where r is the annual discount rate.

Deriving the Discount Rate
The discount rate is intended to simultaneously account for two
aspects of real world decision making:
1. People are impatient – they prefer to consume a given amount of
resources now rather than in the future
2. The opportunity cost of resources - through investment, a given
amount of currently available resources can be transformed into a
greater amount of resources in the future
Mathematical models have demonstrated that in perfect markets, it does
not matter whether the discount rate is derived to reflect 1. or 2., as the results
will be the same. In the real world, however, there are numerous taxes,
irrational behaviour and other distortions that cause the return on capital
and the return on deferring consumption to differ. To make matters even
more complicated, if discount rates are based on evidence of individuals’
willingness to trade current consumption for future consumption, only
members of the current generation are given a voice. These members
may fail to sufficiently account for the effects of long-term projects on future
generations in a way that society deems appropriate. Thus, when setting
discount rates, there are ethical considerations regarding our obligation
to consider welfare of future generations. Refer to Boardman et al (2014,
pp273-5) for an overview of approaches for deriving discount rates.
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In New Zealand, The Treasury provides a set of recommended discount
rates for use in CBA. These rates are often considered to be high, but are
justified on the basis that investments should be evaluated against the next
best alternative use (opportunity cost), assumed to be investment in the
share market. Discounting practices among government organisations in
other countries vary substantially. There is some evidence that standard
discount rates have been trending lower since the 1980s. Another noticeable
feature is the recommended use of time-declining discount rates in projects
with significant inter-generational impacts, rather than a discount rate that
stays constant over the entire evaluation horizon.

The choice of appropriate discount rates for CBA is highly contentious and
there is wide ranging academic literature on the subject. When the options
evaluated entail quite different time profiles for costs and benefits, with
some options having benefits/costs that extend well into the future, the
choice of discount rate will have a substantial impact on the CBA results,
and ultimately the option recommended. Wherever the discount rate is not
mandated for a decision-making process, it is an important component for
consideration in sensitivity analysis.
Return to Step One

Cost effectiveness analysis

The typical output metrics from CEA is a set of ratios that specify, for
each option assessed, the costs of implementing the option relative to the
effectiveness of the option. For example, in analysing the most effective
seismic retrofitting options for buildings, effectiveness may be measured
as lives saved. Where there are additional benefits not captured by the
effectiveness measure, and these benefits can be monetised, one potential
option is to include these as negative costs in the denominator. This can,
however, make comparisons of different options a little more confusing
when the alternatives vary substantially in terms of the inputs required
for implementation and impacts produced.
Care must be taken when comparing cost effectiveness ratios between
options that have quite different scales of impacts. For example, one
retrofitting option may have a relatively low cost per life saved, but the
total quantity of impacts may be relatively low, while another retrofitting
option may be able to save a lot more lives in total, but has a relatively
higher cost per life saved. Thus, cost effectiveness analysis must often
be supplemented with additional information such as budget constraints,
existence of additional benefits associated with each option, and level of
effectiveness that must be achieved, to assist decision makers in choosing
among the options.
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Cost effectiveness analysis (CEA) compares alternative intervention
options based on their costs, and a single measure of effectiveness, for
example lives saved. The costs can be computed as net present values
in the same manner as in a CBA. One advantage of CEA over CBA is that
it removes the burden of being able to monetise the benefits of different
intervention options. The approach is most appropriate when it is possible
to identify an effectiveness measure that captures most of the benefits.
It will, however, be difficult to apply CEA when the risk management
options under evaluation produce a range of different types of benefits
that cannot easily be reduced into a single measure of effectiveness. CEA
is also appropriate when there is a pre-determined risk reduction objective
and decision-makers need to know how to spend the least amount of
money to achieve it.

Two situations where differences in scale are not a problem for the analysis
are when: (1) all options have the same or similar cost (options under a fixed
budget), and; (2) all options have the same level of effectiveness (options
with a fixed effectiveness objective).
Return to Step One

CBA – MCDA
In practice, it is a rare situation where all costs and benefits of a project
can be valued in a CBA. Usually, the most significant costs and benefits are
valued but those that are difficult to value are described alongside. In these
cases, decision-makers need to use informal judgement to decide whether
or not these non-monetised costs and benefits support the valuation results.
Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) can complement and incorporate
monetary valuations from CBA and bring a systematic approach to analysing
the costs and benefits that cannot be valued in monetary terms. For example,
distributional, psychological and/or ecological impacts can be integrated
into an assessment using quantitative and qualitative data along with other
impacts valued according to a CBA approach. MCDA is also an open and
explicit analysis and is therefore useful for projects where there are trust
and accountability concerns.
Return to Step One

Multi-criteria decision-making

For more information on MCDA techniques, see: Department for Communities
and Local Government, Multi-criteria analysis: a manual. January 2009
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/12761/1/Multi-criteria_Analysis.pdf

STEP 1: IDENTIFY KEY STAKEHOLDERS
One of the key aspects of MCDA is collecting a good range of perspectives
to inform the assessment. Key stakeholders affected by the decision need to
be identified to ensure their views are represented. The extent of stakeholder
involvement in the process will depend on the importance of the decision and
the resources available to do the assessment. An advantage of an MCDA is
the stakeholders can be actively involved in the decision-making. Facilitated
workshops or focus groups can be held with key stakeholders and these can
help to populate the following MCDA assessment steps.
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There are many different MCDA methods. The method described below is
based on the most commonly applied MCDA methods, with limitations indicated.

STEP 2: ESTABLISH THE EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR IMPACTS
First, determine the likely impacts you will need to assess for your options.
See Impact Identification section for guidance.
In some cases, you will be able to quantify impact values. For example, you may
be able to estimate the number of deaths or injuries relating to a given event.
However, in other cases you will have to rely on qualitative descriptions
of impacts. If so, before you begin your assessment you will need to set
up some scoring criteria. As a start, think of the best conceivable outcome
(your goal of where you want your community to be) and then the worst
conceivable outcome (a catastrophic outcome), as in the table below.

EXAMPLES OF QUALITATIVE CRITERIA
Social Criteria

Human Criteria

Best outcome

Opportunities
for community
connectedness

e.g. No minor
injuries, no
lives lost

Neutral

No impact on
community
connectedness

Minor injuries
Community
dissolved

Community
dissolved

Over 10 deaths

Outcome Level

Worst outcome

Next, you need to establish a scoring system within each of the criteria
identified in Step 2. A scale of 0 to 100 is commonly used where 0 corresponds
to the worst outcome and 100 corresponds to the best outcome.
You may use ‘real units’ such as lives lost or economic losses in the criterion
descriptions. However, these will need to be translated to a common scale
(e.g. 0 to 100) to enable comparison with other criteria.
Note that the scale does not necessarily need to be linear. For example,
neutral might not be at 50. The worst outcome might be further from neutral
than the best option, or vice versa.
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STEP 3: SCORE OPTIONS ACROSS THE RANGE OF IMPACTS

Global vs local scores
There are two ways you can set the criteria score:
• Global: This means you conceive the best and worst possible
outcomes,irrespective of the options being assessed (this option
introduces uncertainty when trying to establish absolute best and
worst outcomes)
• Local: you set the criteria relative to the best and worst outcomes
of the options being considered (this option means it is harder to
add options later)

If you are comparing options to achieve a set risk reduction target (i.e. the
same probability return event), score the options as if the hazard event has
occurred and the benefits of the intervention have been realised. If not,
see next step for adjusting for hazard probability.

Best outcome (100)

Option A (85)

Neutral (70)

Option B (50)

Worst outcome (0)

EXAMPLE SCORING SYSTEM

If you are carrying out a comparison of options where the risk reduction
target is NOT set (that is, you might be comparing options to reduce
different hazard events – say a 1 in 10-year flood and a 1 in 20-year flood),
then you will need to account for hazard probability.
For each cost and benefit that relates to the hazard event occurring,
such as reduced damages following a flood, you should apply a probability
or likelihood adjustment. This can be done by either:
a. Scoring the criteria in Step 3 based on an assessment of ‘average
annualised impacts’; or
b. Multiplying the criteria score by a likelihood score. For example,
setting the hazard probabilities against a likelihood scale, where 1=100%
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STEP 4: ADJUSTING FOR HAZARD PROBABILITY

probability of occurring and 0= 0% probability of occurring. You choose a
linear scale but it is more common to choose a non-linear scale to reflect
risk preferences of stakeholders (see Accounting for Risk Preferences).
Those costs and benefits that are realised regardless of whether the hazard
occurs (such as the amenity value of a flood bank) do not need to be adjusted.

STEP 5: GIVE ‘IMPORTANCE’ RATINGS (OR WEIGHTING)
TO THE ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
Next you need to determine the relative importance, or weighting, of each
impact to the overall assessment. First, group sub-criteria into ‘like’ criteria,
similar to that shown below.
Within each grouping of ‘like’ criteria, the weightings must sum up to 1.
Weightings can be assigned through expert analysis or consensus with
key stakeholders. One method of doing this is through pairwise comparison,
where, within each grouping, stakeholders are required to determine which
criteria is more important than the other. For example, stakeholders would
have to compare economic with natural impacts and decide whether one is
more important or if they are of equal importance. This would be repeated
for all pair combinations of criteria.
You need to make sure that the ratio of the weights represents the relative
values of the units in the scale being used. That is, if the same weighting is
selected for two different criterion, then a 1 unit difference in one criterion
is equivalent to 1 unit change in another.

OVERALL GOAL
Economics
(0.25)

Private
(0.4)

Natural
(0.25)

CO2 (0.5)

Social
(0.25)

Community
Cohesion
(0.5)

Human
(0.25)

Sum
to 1

Death
(0.8)
Sum
to 1

Public
(0.6)

Biodiversity
(0.5)

Social
Infrastructure
(0.5)

Injuries
(0.2)
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EXAMPLE ASSIGNMENT OF WEIGHTS TO CRITERIA

STEP 6: CALCULATE OVERALL SCORE
Next, the options need to be comparatively valued. If it can be reasonably
assumed that the criteria are independent (that is, one criterion does not
affect another criterion), each criterion score can be multiplied by the
weighting. The sum of the weighted scores will then give a comparative
score for each option.

EXAMPLE CALCULATION OF OVERALL SCORES FOR TWO
INTERVENTION OPTIONS
Economic
Weight = 0.25

Natural
Weight = 0.25

Social
Weight = 0.25

Human
Weight = 0.25

Criteria
Score

Weighted
Score

Criteria
Score

Weighted
Score

Criteria
Score

Weighted
Score

Criteria
Score

Weighted
Score

Overall

Option A

85

0.2125

40

0.1

50

0.125

40

0.1

53.75

Option B

5

0.125

80

0.2

70

0.1225

30

0.075

52.25

If the objective of the analysis is a least-cost / best value option, then
the highest overall score is the best option.
It may be useful at this stage to step back and evaluate the scores –
is it intuitive or has the assessment introduced or highlighted something
that has not been adequately considered during the assessment process?
If not, it may be necessary to investigate the results with stakeholders
to understand them and ensure the analysis has represented the decision
-factors appropriately. Sensitivity analysis may also be useful.
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Return to Step One

STEP FIVE: REPORTING
Reporting is the primary means of communicating the findings upon
which a recommendation is based, the various assumptions made during
the analysis, and any limitations of the assessment. To ensure decision
makers receive a full set of information, it is strongly recommended that
results are presented in a disaggregated as well as aggregated format.
In other words, all the individual impacts that are included in the assessment
should be itemised separately. Any costs or benefits that are identified but
not quantified should be clearly documented and discussed.
It is also recommended that instead of point estimates for the individual
costs, benefits, and summary measures, reporting should set out ranges
that reflect the level of uncertainty. Furthermore, any findings from sensitivity
analysis and additional information that helps decision makers understand
the equity and risk preference implications of different options should
be included.
It is important to keep in mind that analysts make recommendations, not
decisions. Although the results of an analysis may provide useful ‘yardstick’
against which to evaluate intervention options in a rational and consistent
manner, it is not the only factor that influences decisions.
Key sections that would appear in an option evaluation report include:
• Introduction (problem definition, objective of assessment)
• Method (tool selection, community consultation, assessment
approach, impacts considered)
• Inputs to evaluation (data, adjustments, boundary and other assumptions)
• Results (including uncertainty and explanation of limitations
and their significance)
• Recommendations

 The report explains the evaluation context, including legislative requirements
 The report explains who has commissioned the work and for
whom the assessment is carried out
 Weaknesses and points of controversy are clearly flagged
 There is an explanation of how the results will or might be used
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In terms of content, check your report for the following:

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION
Requirements for Consultation
Community consultation is required under several pieces of legislation,
but in particular the Local Government Act 2002 (LGA), and Resource
Management Act 1991 (RMA).
The LGA requires Councils to consult on a range of activities, including
annual plans, policy making, and ‘significant’ activities. Extensive consultative
requirements for local government functions are outlined in the Local
Government Act 2002 (LGA) s82-87. Consultation undertaken by a local
authority must meet certain principles, as required under s82 of LGA.
These principles are in relation to:
• reasonable access to information;
• encouragement to present views;
• the purpose of the consultation and scope of decisions;
• opportunity to present views in an appropriate format;
• that views presented are received with an open mind and given
due consideration;
• that a clear record of the relevant decision is made available; and
• processes for consulting with Maori.
In addition to consultation required in performing its functions under the
LGA, local authorities are also required to consult under the RMA. Case law
from the RMA has also contributed to a number of principles that help
define the meaning of good consultation: 2

• Transparent– be open about what you want to achieve, what scope
you may have to change certain aspects of your proposal, and why
there might be elements that you may not be able to change.
• Open mind– keep your views open to people’s responses and to the
benefits that might arise from consultation.
• Two-way process– consultation is intended as an exchange of
information and requires both you and those consulted to put forward
their points of view, and to listen to and consider other perspectives.
• Not a means to an end– while consultation is not an open-ended,
never-ending process, it should not be seen merely as an item on a
list of things to do that should be crossed off as soon as possible.
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• Early– consult as soon as possible when the details of your proposal
are less ‘set in concrete’ and you have more flexibility to make changes
to address issues raised by interested and affected persons.

• Ongoing – it may be that consultation, or at least ongoing communication
will continue even after your decision is made.
• Agreement not necessary – consultation does not mean that all parties
have to agree to a proposal, although it is expected that all parties will
make a genuine effort. While agreement may not be reached on all
issues, points of difference will become clearer or more specific.
2. http://www.mfe.govt.nz/node/16378 accessed 4 August 2016.

Clauses 2 - 3C of the First Schedule of the RMA sets out statutory
requirements for consultation which must occur before the notification
of any proposed plan. These requirements apply to developing new plans,
undertaking plan reviews and making variations or changes to proposed or
operative plans, including plan change requests made under Part 2 of the
First Schedule. Clause 3(1) provides the following list of parties that councils
must consult with in preparing a proposed plan:
a. the Minister for the Environment; and
b. those other Ministers of the Crown who may be affected by the
policy statement or plan; and
c. local authorities who may also be affected; and
d. the tangata whenua of the area who may be affected, through
iwi authorities; and
e. any customary marine title group in the area.
Councils may also consult with any other parties (Clause 3(2), which must
be undertaken in accordance with s82 of the Local Government Act 2002
(LGA) (Clause 3(4)).
There is also a legal requirement to consult with tangata whenua under
the RMA and LGA. Guidance on consulting with tangata whenua is available
from Quality Planning. 3

When and how to consult?
A community can be involved throughout the entire risk management
process (i.e. not just in the option assessment stage upon which this
framework concentrates). Four key opportunities for engagement can
be identified (See below).
There is no one approach to community engagement which will suit
every situation. Rather, a toolbox of methods is required to ensure the
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3. http://www.qualityplanning.org.nz/index.php/plan-development-components/consultation-with-tangata-whenua

best outcomes from engagement are achieved. The relevant engagement
method will be determined by many factors, e.g. the purpose of the engagement,
who it is for, the time frame available, who is to be involved, and how the
outcomes will be incorporated into the decision-making process. Guidance
on community engagement can be found on the website for the International
Association for Public Participation (http://www.iap2.org).

An example of community engagement: Kilvington, M., & Saunders,
W. S. A. (2015). ‘I can live with this’: the Bay of Plenty Regional Council
public engagement on acceptable risk GNS Science Miscellaneous
Series 86. Lower Hutt: GNS Science. Available at
https://www.gns.cri.nz/Home/RBP/Risk-based-planning/A-toolbox

Preparing

Outline the issues. Who does this concern?
What kind of decision is being made and how
can people be involved? How do they want to be
involved? What can they expect to see in the future?

Building
Knowledge
& Capacity

Involve people in hazard & consequence
identification e.g. ground-truth hazard information,
check for vulnerabilities, key concerns.

Making
Decisions

Involve people in reviewing the risk based policy/
consent options - check for perverse outcomes.
Involve people in identifying & considering risk
mitigation options.

Reviewing
Outcomes

Evaluate: Are people ok with the control options,
residual risks & long term outcomes? Did the
communication & engagement approach meet needs?

Opportunities for risk engagement: http://www.gns.cri.nz/Home/RBP/Riskbased-planning/A-toolbox/Setting-the-Scene/Public-Engagement/Risk-engagement-stages accessed 22 September 2016
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RISK ENGAGEMENT STAGES

Benefits of community consultation
Community engagement promotes good decisions by providing participants
with the information they need to be involved in a meaningful way, and it
communicates to participants how their input affects the decision. There are
many benefits of community engagement, which can be summarised into
process and outcome benefits to both those undertaking the engagement
and citizens. This is summarised in the table below.

ADVANTAGES OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN DECISION MAKING

Outcomes

Decision Process

(Irvin & Stansbury, 2004).

Advantages to
Citizen Participants

Advantages to
Decision-Makers

- Education (learn from, and inform
government representatives).

- Education (learn from and
inform citizens).

- Persuade and enlighten
government.

- Persuade citizens; build trust
and allay anxiety or hostility.

- Gain skills for activist citizenship.

- Build strategic alliances.
- Gain legitimacy of decisions.

- Break decision making
gridlock; achieve outcomes.

- Break decision making
gridlock; achieve outcomes.

- Gain some control over
policy process.

- Avoid litigation costs.

- Better policy and
implementation decisions.

- Better policy and
implementation decisions.

Return to Step One
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Community engagement can be a time consuming and costly process.
However, the benefits usually outweigh these disadvantages as long as
the outcome of the process is incorporated into decision making in a
transparent and robust manner.

TYPICAL IMPACTS (COSTS AND BENEFITS)
Below is a list of typical risk management impacts (costs and benefits)
considered in a disaster risk intervention evaluation. This list is not exhaustive
and each situation should be reviewed to ensure that the full range of impacts
are considered. Many of the impacts identified overlap, and some impacts
could be placed into more than one of the categories listed below.
It is important to consider carefully the direction of change for each of
the impacts identified. For example, although ‘asset damages’ sounds like
an economic cost, it may actually be a benefit category for a risk intervention,
i.e.where the risk intervention reduces the asset damages that would otherwise
be expected from a disaster.

Economic
Costs of interventions (including on-going, whole-of- life costs: operation,
maintenance and decommissioning)
Asset damages (infrastructure, buildings, vehicles, plant and equipment)
Degradation of natural capital necessary for agricultural production
Emergency services expenses
Loss of perishable goods
Business interruption/ temporary losses in production or productivity
Indirect economic losses (price increases, reduced household spending, reductions in
demand for goods and services, inability to source supplies)
Induced changes to investment and savings patterns (e.g. increased government debt,
redirection of investment away from new capital to repairing damaged capital)
Changes in tourism demands
Reputational impacts, changes in business and consumer confidence
Alteration of economic efficiency (e.g. through altered transportation needs or
agglomeration)
Creative destruction (e.g. replacement of assets with new and more productive assets)

Natural
Resources depleted
Alterations to environmental quality (e.g. air quality, water quality)
Loss of ecosystem services (e.g. reduced waste assimilation, water purification)
Changes in amenity/ landscape values
Alterations to recreational values
Changes in the provisioning of food and raw materials (e.g. loss of shellfish stocks)
Degradation of ecosystem integrity/ increased vulnerability
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Biodiversity impacts

Social
Loss of neighbourhood amenities
Changes in recreational opportunities
Social Infrastructure impacts (schools, institutions, churches etc)
Community connectedness
Political unrest/instability; impact on freedom, rights and/or security
Cultural heritage losses
Impacts on vulnerable groups
(Un)employment
Crime
Health and safety
Spiritual significance
Equality (economic and social)
Education
Opportunities to learn and build resilience

Human
Deaths
Injuries
People missing
People displaced
People homeless
Health impacts (e.g. disease, stress)
Psychological impacts / trauma
Loss/gain of skilled labour

The NZ Treasury publishes a list of common impacts, including their monetized value,
for people undertaking a general (non-disaster specific) CBA; see
http://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/guidance/planning/costbenefitanalysis/cbax.
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Return to Step Two

RESIDUAL RISK
Residual risk is the risk remaining following an intervention. At the very
least a qualitative risk assessment should be carried out to determine if
there are any significant residual risks. If there are, then it is important to
consider these in relation to the risk tolerance of the community, especially
in relation to acceptable versus unacceptable risks.
Return to Step Two

SECONDARY RISKS
When we are assessing options we need to remember that every action
has a reaction, i.e. every intervention will have consequences. While we are
focused on the positive consequences – reduced losses - we also need to
be aware of potential negative impacts of a chosen option.

Another important secondary risk particularly relevant to natural hazard
risk management is that some actions can result in changes in human/
organisation behaviour that increase vulnerability to risk, or cause a risk
management intervention to be less effective. This is often referred to as
a moral hazard. Access to insurance, for example, can be a moral hazard.
This is because when the disaster risk is taken by the insurer it can lead
to more risky behavior by the person insured, thus increasing their
vulnerability to risk.
The potential for, and implications of, secondary risks should be identified
and acknowledged in any assessment, and where possible they should be
included in the estimation of the intervention impacts.
Return to Step Two
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In some cases, these unintended impacts may cause increased negative
impacts in events we are not considering directly. For example, in the context
of flood risk, engineering interventions often seek to achieve reductions in
flood probability, for example changing the likelihood of stopbank incursion
from a one-in- fifty to one-in- 100-year likelihood. However, it is feasible that
the stopbank actually increases the consequences of a 100-year event (for
example, through increased flash flooding risk or increased exposure to
more densely populated areas), and so the annualised risk may not
actually decline.

UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION AND
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The terms uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis are often used
interchangeably. Here we differentiate between uncertainty quantification,
which attempts to quantify the uncertainty in the outcome of a calculation
of impacts; from sensitivity analysis, which attempts to determine the
impact the uncertainty in one or more of the inputs or assumptions in
a calculation has on the final outcome.

Uncertainty quantification
At a basic level, uncertainty quantification can be thought of as how
sure we are about the outcome of the calculated impacts. There are many
different sources of uncertainty in calculating the impacts of a disaster
event, for example: the hazard event is inherently uncertain; the number
of people impacted (this could be due to the time of day a disaster occurs),
or; the economic impact due to tourism loss (this can be affected by
seasonal variation).
To combine costs and benefits that are uncertain, both in CBA and in MCDA,
it is not a simple case of adding together all maximum and minimum values.
This will overestimate the uncertainty in the result. This is because the highest
estimates of costs and lowest estimates of benefits are not likely to all
occur at once.

If the assessment produces an outcome that is so uncertain that there is no
clear recommendation that can be made, then more work is needed which
could be: a) research to gain more confidence in the variable values being
used; b) use an alternative analysis method; or c) a more robust intervention
may be required.
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Uncertainty quantification is sometimes undertaken through probabilistic
modelling. This can only be reliably done when a probability distribution can
be defined for each uncertain variable. The analysis calculation can be simulated
using a Monte Carlo-type, repeated calculation that randomly samples from
within the defined variable distributions. The output of a Monte Carlo simulation
is a probabilistic distribution of outcomes. This allows the decision-maker to
appreciate the range of potential outcomes, and their associated probability,
for a more nuanced comparison of options.

Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis is useful to understand how sensitive an evaluation
result is to changes in individual variables. This can be a useful process to: a)
prioritise input variables that should be focused on to increase confidence
(reduce uncertainty) in the outcome; b) select inputs to vary when developing
scenarios that will cover the widest range of outcomes and c) to help test
the effect of changing assumptions around variables that cannot be scientifically
quantified – for example, values-based variables.
Sensitivity analysis can be done by repeating an evaluation and changing
one variable at a time. Typically, this process would start with the variable
with the highest uncertainty, or the one you know will have a large impact
on the outcome. Then estimate the lowest and highest probable values and
carry out the assessment using these extreme values. How much does the
outcome of the assessment change? Repeat this exercise for other variables
and observe the impact on the assessment outcome. The variables that
have the biggest impact are those that the outcome is said to be ‘most
sensitive to’. Ranking the sensitivity of outcome to the different inputs
helps to prioritise where extra work to reduce the uncertainty in input
estimates should be focused.

Adjustment for optimism bias
A further uncertainty to consider is that humans are not always impartial.
Consciously and subconsciously we can bias assessments. In particular, we
are prone to a) favouring current/known costs; and b) favouring a preferred
initiative. This is known as optimism bias. To compensate for this, it may be
useful to factor projected costs by a percentage factor. The value may depend
on the amount of information available to make the initial assessment. The
UK Treasury suggests 60% for early project assessment, and 30% for later
assessments. The NZ Treasury suggests adjusting costs and benefits using
past experience of similar projects.

SCENARIO TESTING
One way to approach an assessment when there is significant uncertainty is
to assess the intervention options against a range of alternate future scenarios.
So instead of focusing on getting the assumptions right, we focus on assessing
the options in alternate futures and determining which option is the best
given the range of possible futures. Depending on your resources you can
test a few or thousands of different scenarios.
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Return to Step Three

To create the future scenarios, one approach is to consider the factors that
have the highest uncertainty and highest impact on the success/outcome
of the option, such as degree of sea level rise or degree of insurance held
or population etc. You may want to consider combinations of these. One
approach is to create a matrix of two contrasting high and low extremes of
the criteria, and assessing the decision in the future corresponding to each
of the four quadrants. For example: high and low socio-economic situation;
and high and low climate change predictions. It also can be used to help
decision-makers understand the consequences of an event happening at
different times, such as a 1 in 50 year storm event happening in 10 years
versus in 20 years.
Sensitivity Analysis can be useful in devising a set of scenarios that cover
a wide range of potential outcomes, including those that while of relatively
low probability are of high interest because of very significant impacts occurring.
A variety of methods and analytical techniques are also emerging that may
further help in formulating and selecting scenarios for consideration (e.g.
Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways, Robust Decision Making). To date, the
application of these approaches in New Zealand has been quite limited. To
a large extent this relates to constraints on time, skills and funds for carrying
out assessments. Nevertheless, if decisions will have a particularly significant
public outcome, it may be worthwhile considering investment in the application
of these advanced uncertainty-related approaches.
After you have chosen the scenarios you carry out the assessment (e.g. using
CBA or MCDA) across each scenario and look at which option works best
across all the future scenarios. You could do this by calculating the highest
average score or highest performance on any given scenario. Another way
is to look at the ‘opportunity for regret’. This is the difference between an
option’s score and the best option score for each criteria you are using and
across all scenarios. You could look at averaging the regret scores or look
at the option with maximum regret.

For more on scenario testing see: Kalra, N., Hallegatte, S., Lempert, R., Brown, C.,
Fozzard, A., Gill, S., &amp; Shah, A. (2014). Agreeing on Robust Decisions New
Processes for Decision Making Under Deep Uncertainty. World Bank Policy
Research Working Paper, No. 6906 (June).

Return to Step Three
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For example, if Scenario A, Option 1 has a score of 2 and Option 2
hasa score of 4, the opportunity for regret for not choosing Option 2
is 2 (4 minus 2).

REAL OPTIONS
Real options assessment helps a decision-maker think about the timing of
their decisions, and look at options to adapt their risk management strategy
over time as more information is obtained or future uncertainties become
clearer. Real options originated in financial options analysis, and provides a
way of quantifying the benefit of keeping options open, or conversely the
cost of making irreversible decisions. It is particularly useful when considering
a partial investment now, that will allow further risk management
investment, later.
As an example, let’s consider building a stopbank to allow for a future sea
level increase due to climate change. The options right now may be to build
a tall stopbank (expensive), a short narrow stopbank (cheaper), or short but
wide stopbank (medium cost) that would enable future development.

OPTIONS FOR STOPBANK UNDER CLIMATE CHANGE UNCERTAINTY
Sea Level
Rise

Tall

Tall
Short
wide

Tall

If in 10 years’ time, when we have more information about climate change
and weather impacts, the short narrow stopbank is high enough then that
is the best choice, as it is high enough and cost the least to build. But if in
10 years’ time we underestimated the rise in sea level, then it may have
been best to build the tall stopbank in the future. In either case the short but
wide stopbank would have been an intermediate choice, as it wouldn’t cost
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10 YEARS

NOW

Short
narrow

as much as the tall stopbank to build initially, and would cost less than the
short narrow stopbank to raise if required.
The typical steps involved in real options assessment are:

Step 1: Consider time component of options
Consider the timeliness of the intervention and whether staging a single
option or sequentially applying options is possible.

Step 2: Establish the time steps to be assessed
Based on staging options, the return event of the hazard being considered,
and the objectives of your assessment, determine the time steps for your
assessment. You could use larger time steps for longer return period events
(e.g. use 10 years for a 1 in 500 year earthquake compared to 1 year intervals
for a 1 in 10 year event).

Step 3: Define future scenarios and estimate the impacts
For each time step, determine two or more plausible futures where you
have more information, either just through the passage of time (so the
future has become the present) or through further research and better
understanding of hazards and their impacts. In each time step depending
on the information, decide how that would affect the actions taken e.g.
would the intervention be expanded, maintained, or abandoned? The figure
above shows two future outcomes – high and low sea level rise, for three
different initial intervention options.

Across each future scenario combination (along the decision tree), carry out
the chosen assessment to quantify the costs and benefits. Remember that
the costs and benefits will have temporal features. Make sure the analysis at
each time step correctly aligns with the decision chosen, and is appropriately
discounted. For each potential future and choice of intervention you may also
need to use Monte-carlo uncertainty quantification, or similar, to estimate
the range of impacts.
The analysis up until this point, where decision trees were developed to
visualise possible futures, can be used as a qualitative decision tool without
calculated real options values. This process of examining possible futures
and when you would need to change (e.g. expand or abandon) strategies,
overlaps with Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways (DAPP) approach, and
can be useful within all types of risk management assessment.
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Note that for sophisticated assessments, you may also want to consider other
future changes such as different population scenarios and land use changes.

Step 4: Calculate the real options value
There are different algorithms for quantifying the value of the ‘real options’
associated with each initial choice, and thus the NPV (or equivalent) of each
initial intervention option. The probabilities of the different futures (in this case
high and low sea level rise), as well as the uncertainty in the costs and benefits
of each path in the decision tree, and the uncertainties in the future probabilities
may all be needed depending on the option valuation method chosen.
Return to Step Three

ACCOUNTING FOR DISTRIBUTIONAL EQUITY
It is common for equity and distributional considerations to be poorly
considered in CBA and other forms of evaluation. In most CBA applications,
for example, the net present value (NPV) of an option is computed as the
assessment criterion. However, in theory, it is quite possible that provided
with two or more intervention options, the project with the lower NPV will
actually provide the best welfare improvements for society because it provides
for a much more even and equitable distribution of costs and benefits.

There are also methods to directly incorporate equity into a CBA numerical
evaluation by using a social welfare function/indicator that is more complex
than the NPV indicator. Specifically, varying weights may be assigned to the
benefits and costs experienced by different groups before these are aggregated
into a single indicator, reflecting judgements on the equity needs of society.
A typical method for setting the weights uses the starting income levels of
the different groups impacted, so that policies will appear more favourable
if they contribute to a more even distribution of income.
Thus far there are few examples in New Zealand of CBAs where benefits
and costs are adjusted to reflect equity considerations. One reason is that,
from a practical point of view, these approaches are much more difficult
to undertake because of the additional information requirements and
the complexity of the calculations. Additionally, there are many different
weighting systems that could potentially be applied, so analysts may not
feel comfortable selecting a weighting system. Nevertheless, there may be
circumstances where it is appropriate to incorporate equity considerations
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It is good practice when presenting results to decision makers, regardless of
the analytical approach, to as far as possible separately record the impacts
against the societal groups to which they accrue, and further record any
financial transfers between the groups. This will provide decision makers
with information on the distribution of impacts of different interventions,
so that this can be directly taken into consideration when selecting among
possible intervention options.

directly in the CBA numerical evaluation. Given likely uncertainties involved
in selecting appropriate weights, it may be worthwhile trialing a range of
different weighting systems or weight ranges, as part of the sensitivity analysis.
In a MCDA there are also opportunities to incorporate one or more assessment
criteria that specifically address equity and distribution. Such assessment
criteria can potentially cover changes in income equality, as well as a broad
range of other potential objectives regarding equity and distribution. For
example, if social exclusion of vulnerable groups is a particular concern for
a community (e.g. because of the presence of an automobile-dependent
urban form, and households with low incomes and inability to afford cars),
then an analysis of land use planning options to reduce disaster risk might
also include assessment criteria and indicators that examine potential
changes in accessibility for these vulnerable groups.
Return to Step Three

ACCOUNTING FOR RISK PREFERENCES
Risk and uncertainty about the future are related concepts. When one is
willing to assign probabilities of occurrence to the range of different uncertain
future outcomes or ‘contingencies’ that may occur, this is a special type of
uncertainty termed ‘risk’. An obvious source of risk in disaster management
is that resources will be spent on putting in place options that mitigate
against a disaster, but the benefits of these actions are not received because
the disaster event does not eventuate. Conversely, the benefits may also be
greater than anticipated because despite a disaster event being of relatively
low probability, it does occur.

The typical method of incorporating risk into a CBA (and sometimes
MCDA) is to compute all benefits and costs with risk as ‘expected values’.
The expected benefit of a policy or other intervention is the weighted average
of the benefits over all contingencies, where the weights are the respective
probabilities that the contingencies occur. Such an approach will not, however,
fully capture the relative attractiveness of different options (i.e. how much
people are ‘willing to pay’) based on social appetites for risk. When valuing
different options decision makers (and society in general) are likely to be
interested in understanding the full range of potential outcomes that may
occur, even if some of these outcomes are of low probability.
There are a range of techniques that can support economic analysis to better
value different options when there are different levels of risk associated with
these options (see multi-attribute utility theory, expected utility theory, option
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If the risk management options under consideration vary significantly in
terms of the outcomes that could be experienced (i.e. the potential values
at stake), the greater the importance of incorporating risk preferences into
an evaluation of options.

price analysis and prospect theory). Such approaches do, however, tend to
require a good understanding of societal risk preferences such that these
can be described by mathematical models.
In many risk management contexts, the information and resources will
not be available to accurately describe social risk preferences. There are,
nevertheless, still opportunities to improve the assessment of options by
providing better information on their relative riskiness so that this can be
better taken into consideration by decision makers. In CBA and MCDA,
for example, the mean and variance, or spread, of the distribution of individual
impacts (and net benefits if CBA) can be included in reporting to convey
information to decision makers on the relative riskiness of the options.
Results could also be reported separately under plausible best- and worstcase scenarios. The measures of risk then become a separate set of information,
in addition to the Net Present Value indicators, relevant to the assessment
of interventions. In MCDA, ‘riskiness’ can even be selected as one of the
separate criteria upon which different options are evaluated, with selected
measurement indicators.
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Return to Step Three
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